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Dedicated to my daughters Anna and Rose Munsey-Kano
Thanks for putting up with my failures and oddities!



Preface - Poems for your spiritual journey
What we perceive changes as we shift our consciousness from separateness towards unity. We are all 
on this journey,. Sharing our perceptions can accelerate progress as we contemplate our  relationships.

David Gaia Kano embraced his spiritual journey when he began practicing meditation twice a day in 
1972. He has written poems most of his life. Sporadically at first, then increasing in frequency, ideas 
for poems would come to him out of his experience. May these poems, inspired by his journey, enliven 
and entertain yours!

Please note that this PDF edition of is not formatted to be printed. Each poem, no matter how short, is 
on it's own 8.5 x 11 inch page, which would waste quite a bit of paper! If you want a paper copy, please 
purchase one at oceanofspirit.org/store.php

http://oceanofspirit.org/store.php


Dear Reader,

This book, and my Ocean of Spirit art books, are my first explorations into publishing. I'm self 
publishing, because:

• I want the poems to be freely available. See my copyright page. 
• It was the quickest way for me to offer my work to the public. 
• In the information age, I believe the traditional role of publishers to promote an authors work 

can be filled by the social networking in which we all participate. 

You can help me by:

• If you know people you think would appreciate (some of) the poems, email them a copy of this 
eBook. 

• Email one or more of your friends a link to my website, with a comment recommending my 
poetry. 

• Post one of my poems on Facebook, along with a link to my website. The poems are free to re-
use for any non-commercial purpose as long as you attribute them as written by me, David Gaia 
Kano. 

• Make a donation of any size at www.oceanofspirit.org/donate.php. If you prefer to send me a 
check or cash, ask me for my current postal address by using the contact form on my site. 

Thank you for your support.

Sincerely,
David Gaia Kano

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/deed.en_US
http://oceanofspirit.org/contact.php
http://oceanofspirit.org/donate.php


Dam if You Do

This is it!
The real swimming hole
The others were lesser
But even this could be better

Rolling big boulders 
up to the dam
Throwing the small ones
one in each hand
Filling the holes where water flows

Careful my footing on slimy rocks
The roar of the water in my ears ringing
Raising the depths for our future swimming

Another goal, an inspired achievement
I must bring my children, we'll have so much fun
Swimming and playing when my work is done

But in the end, it's the process that matters
Sculpting with rocks, shaping rivulets of waters
Another lesson in being, of living in now

Diving the depths
Swimming up stream
The dam is the beauty
in each moment we hold



Hug a Tree

Connect to your earthly roots
Ground yourself in this moment
Give thanks for oxygen
Breathe peace
Draw up from your center
The essence of life
Water and ki
Merge with the sky
Release earthly body
Perceive from on high
Spirit is context
Context is I



Anyone

Anyone can judge
   will you forgive?

Most can forgive
   some of the time

Will you forgive yourself
   always?

Forgiveness opens to love
   love accepts

Love and accept yourself
   and the rest will follow

When you choose
   to stop judgment

Pure acceptance
   leaves nothing to forgive

Live let love
   in peace



Flight of Fancy

At the bend in the river, I
Still waters meet rapids
Flowing rolling bubbling
Listen feel fancy flight
Close eyes clear vision
Plant feet ground body
Leave flesh lift spirit
Feel wind unite Self
Smooth flight down river
Remind imagine feel
Merge spirit float soaring
Feel beauty be Peace
Whim porting here there
Beloved island see
Choppy bay breezy wind
Feel joy become All
Fly smooth swoop ascend
Atmosphere no limit
Love earthly pearl below
Remember be God



Snow falling

Snow falling from trees
On a still and bright morning
Sun warming branches



Transformation

Time is medium
though which you experience
all of your being 



Dew

Single drop of dew

Sparkles green in spider web

Shimmering then gone



Heart Care

Morning is the time when I feel again
The painful anticipation
Of working where my heart won't go
It's a reminder to appreciate
In every free moment
The little things of beauty

Air
Fire
Water
Earth
and all
 
Then try to hold the feeling into every moment
Reinforce my heart against meaningless work
What kind of way
to live is this?
Have a good cry
Give thanks for the tears
After 20 years of heart care practice
How to see a gift, not a curse?
Feel the pain
Let go of desire
There is no need to suffer



Smile

I woke up this morning
with a smile on my face,

it was so early
it felt out of place!

An anticipation,
a feeling of joy,

like Christmas morning
when I was just a boy.

I lay thanking God
for some simple things:

a comfortable mattress
my heart with wings.

It's hard to believe,
but you know it's true,

I'm still feel'n this way,
and its all because of you!



A Change of Heart

A best friend of my sister's
lives quite far away.

She is not too athletic
rather quiet and shy.

My first impressions are good
but where is the "chemistry"?

She is pretty special
this new friend of mine.

Healthy and honest, caring and giving
with smiling eyes that melt my heart.

I wish she lived closer
then who knows what might happen?

Contemplating a life
without arms and legs.

Scares me much more
than I care to admit.

With an uncertain future
I think back to happy times.

                       *
Thank you dear God

for the people around me.
Thanks for the freedom

to Love as I've learned how to.
Thinking of my Loving relationships
 makes me cry for joy.

Cathy lives closer to my heart and dreams
than anyone else I know.

A "natural" mother
and committed partner for life.

Someone will be very lucky
while she is his wife.



Valentine

Cathy,

With your love in my heart,
      I don't need wings to fly.

Like in my fondest dreams,
     I reach out my arms, 
          think of light, joy,
             and love for you,
                  and off I go!

I love reaching for our dreams together.
     Say it again, 
         will you fly with me forever?



Need Lyza

I need
too much?

You need
how much?

I need
to be needed.

You needed
to not need.

I love
to feel needed.

You loved
which was enough.

I still want
more need than I have.

You can give
as much need as you want.



Unification

Time is one process
allowing experience
be diversity 



Loving Now

Awareness of thoughts
Notice fears, regrets, worry
Peaceful releasing 



Cheesy

State the simple truth
Complicated illusions
Both make good eating! 



Spirit Sense

Sense Spirit
In the fullness of the moment
Give thanks to God and rejoice
When the feeling wanes
Use "Spirit Sense":
    Act kindly
        Become Kindness
    Act loving
        Become Love
    Act peaceful
        Become Peace
Ego weakens, gives way in the moment
Sense Spirit



Flying on My Feet

Flying dreams
floating
maneuvering
freedom

Realize the feeling
weightlessness
peace
enables flight

Create redirection
banking on a whim
effortless
warmth
safety... No!
danger has no meaning
all is and always will be
good

Awaken to this feeling
soaring on my feet
dream practice for waking
peace comes to life

Dreaming of awareness
flight a metaphor
for my waking state
in Love



Receiving

All gifts are timely
We let them come when they will
Release attachment 



Who

Who is in more pain?
The hater or the hated
It's not about hate 



Difficulty

A difficult thing
measured in time to complete
make time obsolete 



Quietude

Walking in the woods
Sunlight on the leaves below
Peaceful mind sublime 



Language of Love

To love is a verb
Lovely is an adjective
When is love a noun? 



Humorous

My only drug use
Zazen tea ceremony
Is that ironic? 



Haiku Day

Beauty in Haiku
Space for interpretation
Thinking of Becca 



Flying Still

Watching the eggs cook
Spontaneous tears of joy
Continuous love 



Punctuation

My Sunday zazen
Period ending practice
Need punctuation? 



Easy out

Forgiveness and reconciliation
are like mufflers
reducing the noisy rumblings
of judgments and regret
from the engines of our egos
on the road to success

When your mufflers are failing
you have choices

1.  be loud, disturb the peace
2. get them fixed (before it gets worse)
3. drive slower (maybe no one will notice)
4. shut off the engine and coast (whenever possible)
5. walk

Most of us chose 1 or 2
but rust happens
over and over again

When is it easier
to for-ego the ego?
When you can see
how that loud
gas guzzling engine
has been getting you nowhere, fast
and when you realize
it's easier to see success
when you're walking



Unified Mind

Memories throughout time
Accessible always

Experiences of many
Benefit All

Open palms outward 
Expand your gaze

Heal past ignorance
Recall wisdom now 



Progress

Recall my habits past
Imagined conversations
Entire future arguments
To practice my defense
Frequent thoughts of conflict
Fearful of judgments
Projections
of my tendencies
Humility and faith now
Allows release of judgment
God knows our every need
Provides the karmic answers
To navigate my own life
Requires much discernment
Thank God there is no call
To force myself on others! 



Practice

Love grows
Stronger when you share it

Forgiveness
The key to love's success

Practice
Makes forgiving easy

Time
Is free for all to spend



Acceptance

Forgiveness
    is a gift

Presented
    to both parties

Acceptance
    is required to grow

Love
    frees us from judgment



Judgments End

Let judgment cease 
Forgiveness, obsolete 
Energy for love expands
Bliss!



One Path
 
One path
Many ways to follow
The path is straight
The path is narrow
Whichever way you chose
Stay true to your course
Towards the Source
   your Self
      our God
Listen to the voice within
Your heart can feel his calling
He holds the way clear
For you to follow
Have faith
You are one with God



First Love

We lay on the beach my love and I
Casting our thoughts into the sky
Solar systems and atoms are they one and the same?
Deep conversations were for me but a game
'Cause the context for me under each splendid sky
Were my feelings for you unrevealed, I was shy!

With attachment to outcome my love immature
I dared not risk losing, until I was sure
So my feelings lay silent, each and every long night
Until late in the summer my loss was in sight

Someone else had found you, affection was clear
Embraced near the fire, by another, my dear
Only then could I see what, attachment had wrought
Love tainted with fear, caused the loss that I sought

So I gathered my bag, my harp and my heart
Went alone to let go of what I never dared start
I released my attachment and let my love languish
Through good wishes for you I reduced my anguish

But somewhere deep down within my soul
My love for you has still remained whole
So as friend or as play mate, soul mate or lover
I know in my heart that I'll love you forever



Universes Come and Go

Pan universal consciousness
with unified awareness
Entertaining the objective
Teaming with energy
a froth of space-time
is liken to the breath of a sleeping giant
automatic, effortless

Out of the froth springs a universe
born in an instant
Consciousness
very partially
quite temporarily
fragmenting

From the moment of birth
each manifest fragment
is drawn back to the One
Atoms joining into elements
as star dust raining down on cooler bodies
Throbbing with the energy of love lost
with a yearning to end separation from the Source
Elements joining into molecules
Molecules joining to give birth to life
Consciousness with a mind
a heart
a soul
facilitating the journey
Each mind receiving
the thoughts
of the One

Pin pricks of life
in a vast velvet fabric of space-time
through which consciousness perceives the manifest
After billions of orbits of billions of planets
enlightened fragments are still reuniting
Realizing they were never really separate
In the subjective adventure
of manifestation

In the end
entropy takes care of the rest
The cause of illusion is gone
Nothing can resist
the pull back to the Source



Unity is inevitable
continuous
reality

And the froth keeps burbling
fragments of consciousness
Universes manifesting like flakes of dandruff
itched off the head of a sleeping giant
floating on a breeze
some drawn right back into his mouth in the next breath
some joining with nutrients in the ground
feeding plants in his garden
to be eaten later
but always rejoining
Nothing ever created
All is transforming
temporarily

Always returning from whence we came



Dipping Candle

You are a candle
Dipping wax to grow
Each cycle of life
Dying to know

Draw up in life
Cool and congeal
Ignite your flame
Your light to reveal

Over and over
dip, cool and light
Grow heavy with Love
Humble in height

The ego wishes
To extend its life
Hoarding light
While creating strife

Let go of ego
Light grows to a torch
When your wick spent
Remain as source



Ego Rules

My reaction to your request
was of the ego
Ego clings to the illusion of control
Of sovereignty over "my life"
Give even a saint
the option of "No"
So they may exercise
a saintly "Yes"
And I am no saint!



Hootie

After waking rain
up and out I go

Seven sister's beauty
in the sky above

Makes me think of you
in the all-but silent night



Words

Why do I love words?
In truth they describe nothing
communication 



Timely Gift

Thank God for timing
The past and future holding
Eternally now 



Buggers

Entertain ego
Retreat with some mosquitoes
Tent sanctuary 



Variations in Love

In your despair
someone comforts you
helps you find some part of yourself to love
You love them for their gift of relief

Your anger overcomes you
until your savior rights some wrong
You love them for validating grievance
and for helping you find
a part of yourself
that you thought you lost

Bobbing in a sea of indifference
someone takes notice
You love them
because they love you for who you are

Heart broken
your love has left you for another
yet you love her still
more than she will ever know
Wanting only for her happiness

The beauty of all things
radiates around you
You have no choice
but to Love perfection

Between thoughts
beyond feeling
no thing is needed
you Are Love



Your Kiss

Your kiss is so delicious
My appetite is wet
yearning for all of you

Your kiss is a message
My desire wants to hear it
but my mind says "wait"

Your kiss is a drug
It makes me want to forget
dreams I care about most

Your kiss
What is this delicious message
when the drug wears off?



Love

When it comes to Love, Relationships and Goals
don't try to be too clever

Goals are but dreams
they can change over night

Relationships are never the same
so experience deceives

Love alone is universal
let it happen as it will



Beauty

Everything is beautiful
The artist weaves her medium
around our judgements
Holding them at bay
slipping between them
for a moment
so we see

Every parent
who has seen beauty
revealed through a crayon
knows it comes from within



She's Back

I forgot the pain
I felt when losing you both
Half of our days

Now I've got you back
A bitter sweet celebration
Half of my girls

I want to sing out
Let all of the world hear my joy
Half of my heart



Tears 

Tears of joy cried mournfully    
Have become tears of laughter    
My tears are the same    
I am new    
My tears always knew the truth
Now felt through and through
Infused by tears of God
Vision clears
Laughter flows from a lighter heart
In the face of past limitations
Pouring from my eyes
Universal Beauty
Thank you God for the tears 
Rinsing away illusion
Freeing me from past beliefs
Spirit Revealed



Peaceful Beginning

Sleeping through the night
Awakening to freedom
New era dawning 



No Contest

Gazing in mirror
Staring contest with myself
Who looks away first? 



Contrast

Beauty in contrast
Yin and yang illuminate
Lightness needs darkness 



Total Surrender

Everyone is perfect
a guaranteed reflection
of their essence
just so

Our world is perfect
a collective creation
filling all needs
just so

The will of God
a karmic manifestation
continuous miracle
just so

We understand good
pray deliverance from evil
such is our fall
just so

Our good and evil
pleasure, pain and suffering
perfect creations
just so

Surrender understanding
release our judgements
God's will is done
just so 



Please help by telling others about this book. Send them a copy of the eBook or a link to 
oceanofspirit.org. Donate on-line at oceanofspirit.org. Read the letter from the author.

http://oceanofspirit.org/
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